Delayed protein shut down and cytopathic changes lead to high yields of infectious pancreatic necrosis virus cultured in Asian Grouper cells.
Inactivated whole virus vaccines represent the majority of commercial preparations used to prevent infectious pancreatic necrosis (IPN) in salmonids today. The production of these vaccines requires high virus concentrations that are resource-demanding. In this study, we describe the cultivation of high yields of IPN virus in Asian Grouper strain K (AGK) cells. The mechanism by which this is achieved was investigated by comparison with commonly used salmonid cell lines (RTG-2 and CHSE-214 cells). The cells were counted before and sequentially after infection. Thereafter, protein shut down, virus yields and apoptosis were assessed. The effects of poly(I:C) pre-treatment and Mx expression on IPNV concentrations were examined and the results show that high virus yields were associated with high cell numbers per unit volume, delayed cell death and apoptosis inAGKcells while the opposite was observed in RTG-2 cells. Poly(I:C) treatment and Mx expression resulted in a dose-dependent inhibition of virus multiplication. The production capacity of AGK and CHSE-214 cells were compared and higher split ratio and shorter split interval of AGK cells documents dramatic differences in virus antigen production capacity. Collectively, the results suggest that high cell numbers and prolonged survival of AGK cells are responsible for the superior virus yields over RTG-2 and higher split ratio/shorter split interval makes AGK superior over CHSE cells.